
International trade in goods and services
2020, 4th quarter

Exports at a lower level than in 2019 despite recovery at
the end of the year
During 2020, exports were constantly below the previous year's level and the last quarter of the
year was no exception to this. However, differing from the previous quarters of 2020, exports of
goods and services improved in the past quarter. However, even in previous years the level of
exports has been at its highest in the last quarter of each year, but it is exceptional for exports
of services to grow even higher than imports of services in the past quarter. Imports also grew
somewhat from the previous quarters of 2020, but less than exports. These data derive from
Statistics Finland's statistics on international trade in goods and services, which are part of
balance of payments.

Figure 1. Imports and exports of services quarterly

In the last quarter of 2020, exports of services were valued at EUR 7.3 billion, or EUR 0.3 billion higher
than the value of imports of services. This is not typical because imports of services have always been
higher than exports in recent years. The growth in service exports was mainly due to exports of
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telecommunication, computer and information services (TCI), which grew by EUR 0.6 billion compared
with the last quarter of 2019. However, this growth was smaller than the decrease in exports of travel and
transport services, so in all, the value of service exports fell by EUR 0.8 billion or 10 per cent compared
with the corresponding quarter of the previous year. Service imports fell in turn by as much as 20 per cent.

In turn, goods were exported from Finland to the value of EUR 16.7 billion and imported to the value of
EUR 14.4 billion. The partial recovery of exports of goods in the last quarter of 2020 was influenced by
delivery of a seagoing vessel to the value of just under EUR one billion, although there was a similar
delivery of a seagoing vessel in the last quarter of 2019 as well. The value of exports of goods was three
per cent lower than in the last quarter of 2019, while imports of goods fell by eight per cent.

International trade in travel and transport services still low
Especially after the first quarter of 2020, the figures for travel exports and imports have been clearly lower
than in 2019. In the past quarter, only EUR 0.1 billion in income was received from travel exports, that
is, travel to Finland, while one year earlier the income was EUR 0.8 billion. Travel imports, i.e. travel
from Finland abroad, went down even more than travel exports, as their value was still EUR 1.3 billion
in the last quarter of the year before. In the last quarter of 2020, the value of travel imports also diminished
to around EUR 0.1 billion like travel exports.

In addition to travel, exports of transport services also declined clearly in the previous quarter compared
with one year earlier. At that time, the value of exports of transport services had still been EUR 1.1 billion,
but in the past quarter it was EUR 0.5 billion. In imports of transport services, the corresponding figures
were EUR 1.5 billion and EUR 1.1 billion, that is, their value also fell, even though less than transport
exports.

Thus, the combined value of exports of travel and transport services decreased in total by EUR 1.2 billion
from the last quarter of the year 2019, while the value of all service exports fell by good EUR 0.8 billion.
In fact, the weak development in service exports can largely be explained by the fall in income from
transport and travel services, which is due to the pandemic caused by the coronavirus.

Figure 2. Exports of services by service item

Growth in exports of TCI services compensates for losses of travel and
transport exports to some extent
The only item of service exports that grew significantly in the last quarter of 2020 was exports of TCI
services, which grew by around one-fifth relative to the corresponding quarter of the previous year. In the
past quarter, income from TCI exports amounted to EUR 3.6 billion, which was also considerably more
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than in the previous quarters of 2020. However, TCI exports were also then the largest of the items of
Finland's service exports. Other business services were exported second most in the past quarter but only
EUR 1.6 billion, or over one half less than TCI exports. Other business services include R&D services,
consulting services, technical and trade-related services, for example. Exports of other business services
fell by a total of around EUR 0.1 billion from one year ago. Exports of other items either fell less than
that or were roughly on level with the year before.

While TCI services are now and have previously been the biggest service item in service exports, the most
significant item in imports has been other business services. In the last quarter of 2019, these services
were imported to the value of EUR 3.2 billion and one year later, the value was EUR 0.3 billion lower.
On the other hand, there was slight growth in service imports in the imports of financial intermediation
and insurance services and TCI services, as well as in charges collected for the use of intellectual property.
In imports, too, the biggest decreases concerned travel and transport services, whose combined contraction
explained as much as 88 per cent of the whole decline of service imports.

Exports to the United States grew exceptionally much
The biggest change in exports of goods and services in the last quarter of 2020 was the exceptional growth
in exports to the United States. In relation to the last quarter of 2019, exports there grew by as much as
EUR 1.7 billion. The value of exports to the United States in the previous quarter, EUR 4.1 billion, was
also clearly higher than in the previous quarters of 2020. Although exports to the United States are still
not on the same scale as Finland's exports to Europe, the value of which stood at EUR 14.8 billion in the
last quarter of 2020, the United States has at least temporarily overtaken Sweden in the size order of export
countries. Thus, exports of goods and services to Sweden amounted to EUR 2.9 billion in the past quarter,
which is EUR 0.1 billion less than in the last quarter of 2019. Then clearly more goods and services were
exported from Finland to Sweden than to the United States.

Compared to the previous year, the value of exports to Europe decreased by EUR 2.2 billion and exports
to EU Member States fell by a total of EUR 1.8 billion. The magnitude of the contraction is however
influenced by the exceptionally high level of exports of goods to Italy in the last quarter of 2019. In addition
to Sweden, exports to Germany and the Netherlands also fell by around EUR 0.1 billion. Exports to Russia
and Great Britain in turn decreased by close on EUR 0.2 billion for both countries.

Figure 3. Exports of goods and services in balance of payments
terms by area

Exports to Asia also declined clearly by around EUR 0.7 billion from the year before, of which China
accounted for EUR 0.1 billion. By contrast, imports from China grew, though moderately, by close on
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EUR 0.1 billion. In addition to exports, trade between European countries and Finland also declined clearly
for imports, by EUR 2.2 billion. Here, especially imports from Russia decreased significantly, as in the
past quarter those imports fell by as much as EUR 0.8 billion relative to the level of EUR 2.2 billion in
the corresponding quarter of the previous year. While exports to the United States replaced the decrease
in exports to other countries, nothing similar took place for imports. Imports from the United States went
down by EUR 0.3 billion.

Statistics on international trade
Data on international trade have become considerably revised for 2019. As the most significant change,
service exports decreased in the revision by EUR 1.1 billion and service imports by EUR 0.7 billion.
Revisions were also made to factoryless production, which can be seen as changes in the country division.
Further information from the press release of 26 February 2021.

The statistics on international trade in goods and services are part of balance of payments. The statistics
comprise breakdowns of goods and services on a more detailed level. The guidelines and recommendations
of the Balance of Payments Manual (BPM6) applied to balance of payments are consistent with the
European System of Accounts (ESA 2010). National Accounts are published on quarterly and annual
levels. Finnish Customs publishes data on goods trade across borders. Goods trade published by Finnish
Customs is used as source data for the statistics on international trade in goods and services. Removals
and additions caused by the definitions described in the quality description are made there to achieve
goods trade in balance of payments terms.

Finnish Customs’ statistical service, tilastot@tulli.fi, +358 29 552 335.
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1. Export in balance of payments terms, EUR mil.

20202019

4th quarter3rd quarter2nd quarter1st quarter4th quarter

23,96419,64319,51222,04425,2601 Goods and services total

16,66014,15213,99515,00417,1071.1 Goods trade in balance of payment terms

16,13513,76313,01414,43516,5351.1.1 Goods trade in customs terms

525390981570572
1.1.2 Factoryless goods production, goods sent abroad for
processing and merchanting

7,3045,4915,5177,0408,1531.2 Services total

4613573473944671.2.1 Manufacturing services

5325054718011,1241.2.2 Transport

124234897047691.2.3 Travel

34223041781.2.4 Construction

9796106911111.2.5 Financial and insurance services

7566256566297541.2.6 Charges for the use of intellectual property n.i.e.

3,5922,3802,3452,7882,9841.2.7 Telecommunications, computer and information services

1,5551,1371,2781,4331,6471.2.8 Other business services

2251732122982241.2.8.1 Research and development services

4633043443635141.2.8.2 Professional and management consulting services

8676607217729091.2.8.3 Technical, trade-related and other business services

1541351941592181.2.9 Other services

Appendix table 2. Import in balance of payments terms, EUR mil.

20202019

4th quarter3rd quarter2nd quarter1st quarter4th quarter

21,38120,39519,44123,02324,3831 Goods and services total

14,38714,09313,00914,93815,5911.1 Goods trade in balance of payment terms

15,38314,86513,37015,80416,3181.1.1 Goods trade in customs terms

-462-26696-388-2611.1.2 Goods sent abroad for processing

-921-885-802-953-9801.1.3 CIF-FOB conversion

3863793464755131.1.4. Other differences

6,9946,3026,4328,0858,7911.2 Services total

5314164215005581.2.1 Manufacturing services

1,1331,1071,0191,3871,5141.2.2 Transport

101225929791,3071.2.3 Travel

707394981211.2.4 Construction

3983933973703631.2.5 Financial and insurance services

3092202452572821.2.6 Charges for the use of intellectual property n.i.e.

1,2769971,1301,2281,2071.2.7 Telecommunications, computer and information services

2,9112,6382,8013,0163,1761.2.8 Other business services

6977507058458281.2.8.1 Research and development services

8126077267759181.2.8.2 Professional and management consulting services

1,4011,2811,3711,3951,4291.2.8.3 Technical, trade-related and other business services

2652332342502631.2.9 Other services
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Appendix table 3. International trade in balance of payments terms by region, EUR mil.

20202019

4th quarter3rd quarter2nd quarter1st quarter4th quarter

21,38120,39519,44123,02324,383TotalImport

16,53815,54814,88817,81618,739..Europe

13,18112,29312,11213,90814,490..EU27 (2020)

8,2337,8437,7499,0899,280......Euro area

1,2881,1701,2141,3991,265........Netherlands

2,6522,5662,4492,8002,963........Germany

4,9484,4504,3634,8195,211......Rest of EU27 (2020 non Euro area)

2,8892,5952,5322,8843,085........Sweden

3,3573,2562,7763,9084,249....Rest of Europe (non EU)

9028747991,0341,010........United Kingdom

1,3931,4421,0951,7572,193........Russia

1,4581,3401,5021,7241,863..America

1,1011,0171,1321,2361,371........United States

116154126151220..Africa

3,1593,2522,8463,1643,448..Asia

1,6511,6731,5451,4041,578........China

11010179168112.. Other and unknown

23,96419,64319,51222,04425,260TotalExport

14,79413,22312,85514,44017,019..Europe

11,39710,1209,83610,81613,176..EU27 (2020)

7,3306,5606,2527,0228,821......Euro area

1,1771,1331,1201,3481,259........Netherlands

1,9291,8061,6391,8792,076........Germany

4,0673,5603,5843,7944,356......Rest of EU27 (2020 non Euro area)

2,8792,4682,4922,5933,012........Sweden

3,3973,1033,0193,6243,842....Rest of Europe (non EU)

1,0428937711,0981,198........United Kingdom

1,0078357801,0241,189........Russia

4,9332,5762,5783,2623,197..America

4,1011,8151,7392,4712,358........United States

585445494449606..Africa

3,3403,0883,2733,5204,041..Asia

1,2329641,1469151,330........China

311312311373397.. Other and unknown
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Revisions in these statistics

Revision of goods and services in balance of payment terms, EUR million

RevisionLatest release (2021-03-15)Previous release (2020-12-18)1. release

3715,59115,58715,5542019Q4Import
of goods 53614,93814,92714,4022020Q1

16513,00912,97212,8442020Q2

12914,09313,96513,9652020Q3

817,10717,23617,0992019Q4Export
of goods 70115,00414,90214,3032020Q1

15713,99513,94313,8382020Q2

6014,15214,09214,0922020Q3

-158,7919,0488,8062019Q4Import
of
services

2778,0858,0367,8082020Q1

406,4326,3726,3922020Q2

526,3026,2506,2502020Q3

-2398,1538,5728,3922019Q4Export
of
services

2797,0407,0616,7612020Q1

-2145,5175,6115,7302020Q2

-935,4915,5845,5842020Q3
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